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"Smile? O.k. Bruns Photo Dude, whatever 
you say... You know, I've never posed for a 
professional phtographer before."

Mark Garvie & John Kennedy 
BSc(For) (2)

"We don't regret nothin', 'cause we don't remember it."

Jodi Stringer

BSc(l)
"Not getting pissed out of my mind...."
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2:30 Katherine & Jaime 
Both BA (2)

"Not a thing..."

Bridgette 
STU Arts IV

"I don't know — I avoided coming 
to campus"

Elliot Johnston

BA (1)
"Regret? I regret not getting 

drunk enough."
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SoYou Think You Have Problems
ABSOLUTELY ANONYMOUS ADVICE FOR THOSE AMONG YOU HAVE THINGS YOU CAN’T FIGURE OUT ON YOUR OWN AND AN INCLINATION TO LISTEN TO US...

I've always considered myself to be would still go on. Anyway, straight I don't know if sex is a good idea in relationships tend to drift into about a week, but my roommate is little while will be hard until you
straight, but the other day, 1 had a people have ‘feelings’ towards casual relationships in the meantime, relationship territory and that driving me crazy! She keeps telling both find out what the other’s habits
sexual feeling about a co-worker of the members of the same sex all the time What do you think? seems to be exactly what you want racist jokes and generally getting on my are. Wait and see what happens, and
same sex. Am 1 gay? - it is perfectly normal to fantasize This is a very dangerous area. In to avoid at the moment. If you still nerves. Help! if things are still this bad a month

Let’s get this straight (no pun about gay sex from time to time, and theory, it would be just wonderful - feel the urge then please proceed First of all, if she keeps telling from now, then talk to your Don 
intended) - you have had one sexual unless you feel the urge to act upon lots of sex without any of that nasty with extreme caution as there is a jokes of that nature, you could try about it.
feeling about one person of the same it then you are not gay. There are relationship stuff that goes with it. pretty good chance you will get hurt, educating her. The university
sex and you think you might be gay? better people to ask about this, But in practise, it very rarely turns And as for the logical way to avoid environment is packed full of people
If this is the only time that it has though - you can give Counselling out like that, since either or both of such things - a series of one night from all over the world, and that
happened then I doubt that you are. Services a call at 453-4820 if you still the people in question (assuming stands - these days you may as well kind of attitude will get her into a then scribble them down on a piece
Lifegoeson. But ifthis is something feel the need to talk. there are only two) usually start to stick a gun in your mouth and pull lot of trouble, so for her own good, of paper and either drop it off at The
that is happening more frequently, feel that there is something more the trigger. she needs to be told. And as for all Brunswickan office in the SUB or
the perhaps you are. Would that / don't really want to have a serious than the physical stuff going on. Or 
really be the end of the world? Life relationship with anyone right now, but to put it another way, sexual

I

If you think you have problems
;

i the other horrid things she keeps stick it in campus mail and pray that 
/ know I’ve only been in residence doing, tell her about them - the first the gods at the post office are kind. I
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